This paper provides a set of criteria to evaluate the usability of trader user interfaces with respect to resource discovery. The criteria were identi ed because trader user interface developers sometimes make unrealistic assumptions about the information seeking behavior of their users, leading to interfaces that are di cult to use for resource discovery. This paper uses some insights from the cognitive aspects of the information science eld to justify the usability criteria. The results of this paper are general enough to aid the developer of a user interface to any resource discovery tool.
INTRODUCTION
Resource discovery tools are systems which enable users to search for and employ resources in very large networks 1 . Traders provide an advertising matchmaking service for objects in a distributed environment 2 . Naturally there is a desire to use the functionality o f a trader for resource discovery by attaching a user interface UI to it.
Current research in the trader has largely come out of the OSI arena, where the main problems considered have been technical ones. The paradigm behind such research m a y not be totally suitable for resource discovery. Application of rational methods, as seen in current trader research, leads to systems that su er from a strong technological bias; and as Ellis 3 likes to describe it: the user is equated to an peripheral input output device." It is natural for developers when they attach UIs to traders to want t o a void this problem. However, when developers implement UIs for traders, they make assumptions about the way users seek information. Some of these assumptions maybe unrealistic.
The purpose of this paper is to question the developers assumptions about usability by providing a treatise from the information science literature. This paper does not seek to solve the traders usability problems, nor does it suggest speci c technical solutions to existing problems. What this paper does is to introduce an evaluation scheme from the users point of view for trader UIs.
Ideally this usability e v aluation scheme should be useful for aiding developers in isolating possible failure points in existing trader UIs and help in identifying new areas for trader UI development. A full set of usability criteria would cover an immensely broad set of issues, including general user interface design principles 4, pages 65-88 . The focal point o f t h i s w ork is to identify a set of usability criteria derivable from a representative model of the general cognitive b e h a vior of information seekers. In other words, rather than base this work on the human computer interaction HCI literature, this work is based upon librarians' observations of how people nd information. Information science provides a useful starting point as librarians have been dealing with resource discovery problems for centuries now, and to ignore it would be inviting rediscovery of much existing knowledge.
This paper is related to and supports the quality of service issues raised by Milosevic et al 5 ; hence references to it will be made from time to time.
2 THE TRADER UI USABILITY CRITERIA
2.1
Interconnected searches
The typical model, as Bearman 2, page 38 illustrates, for the client importer interaction with the trader involves rst a service request import request followed by a reply from the trader with a match to the most appropriate service o er import reply. Taken at face value, which I think many trader UI developers are, this model is much like the classical representative model 6 in information retrieval. The classical model, as illustrated in Figure 1 , is concerned with the user's actions within a single episode. The episode starts by the user rst identifying an information need, formulating a query i.e. like an import request which is matched against the database contents, and nally produces a single output set i.e. like an import reply.
Unfortunately such a model does not t well to real-life searches involving people. Salton 7 observed that before people arrive at a nal result set, they gradually re ne their query. As a result, he enhanced the classical model by i n troducing interactive feedback, or query reformulation, to improve the output. Salton's model is illustrated in the center of Figure 1 .
The rst interpretation is also at fault as it presumes that the information need leading to the query is the same, no matter what the user might learn from the documents in the preliminary retrieved set. Hancock 8 disproved this presumption when observing students search in a library; she found evidence that searching is an adaptive process. In real-life searches in manual resources, end users may begin with just one feature of a broader topic, and move though a variety of sources. Each new piece of information they encounter gives them new ideas and directions to follow and, consequently, a new conception of the query. T h us the point o f f e e d b a c k is not only to improve the representation of a static need; but, to provide information that enables a change in the information need itself.
Furthermore, with each new conception of the query, the user may identify useful information and references. In other words, the query is satis ed not by a single retrieved set, but by a series of selection of individual references and bits of information at each stage of the search. A better interpretation of query reformulation is illustrated on the When the trader UI has poor provision for interconnected searches, users are often left dissatis ed with the tool. Immediately, it can be seen that responsiveness and reliability are an important criteria. For example, when online catalogs were batch oriented frequent users of such catalogs were often frustrated by the one-shot query orientation of the system and preferred continuous feedback 10 . In general, as Rushinek 11 observed, a lack o f responsiveness usually leads to user dissatisfaction. This suggests:
Usability Criteria 1 the trader UI must be r eliable with quick response times.
Milosevic et al 5 are indeed right when they suggest that characteristics of quality services are responsiveness and reliability. Users would nd a trader UI with long delays for import requests and replies or traders which a r e d o wn quite often frustrating to use simply because they cannot interact" with the trader to perform interconnected searches.
Another case of poor provision for interconnected searches is not acknowledging that its the accumulation of results that matters and not the nal retrieved set. For example the Z39.50 standard 12 until recently didn't make t h i s a c knowledgment. Z39.50 version 1 w as stateless, meaning that the server could discard the results as soon it had sent them to the client. Version 2 supports state, allowing the user to perform queries upon queries in an interconnected fashion. This leads to:
Usability Criteria 2 the trader UI must support the accumulation of search results.
The result of this criterion is that it maybe inappropriate to assume that the binding between the UI and the trader is stateless. Users need to be able to re ne their searches by performing additional searches on their existing search. In addition, a positive step would be to provide the ability to store search results for later use or for combining with several other searches. Management and re nement of search results is a feature of a trader UI that is underdeveloped and can be improved.
Changing information needs
Supporting changing information needs in a trader UI is a little more di cult. O'Day and Je eries 9 made a key observation in trying to understand changing information needs. Their observation was that there was some decision that led to the next step in the interconnected search: a trigger". These triggering actions where the result of encountering something interesting, or explaining a change, or nding missing pieces or pursuing a plan. The motivation for triggers was identi ed by Kuhlthau 13 . Kuhlthau described information seeking as a process which m o ves the user from a state of uncertainty to understanding. She asserted that it was the anxiety associated with uncertainty that motivated users to search for information.
O'Day and Je eries 9 observed that interconnected searches stopped when there were no more compelling triggers for further searching or in a few cases, there were speci c inhibiting factors like l a c k of time, money, or expertise in a eld to allow e ective searching. O'Day and Je eries labeled this behavior as encountering stop conditions". Again, Kuhlthau provides some insight i n to the motivational aspects. She asserted that a sense of con dence is associated with the understanding that search results bring. If users start experiencing redundancy in their search results, their con dence grows until they are satis ed with their search. If users experience many di erent unique search results their con dence shrinks until they are disappointed with their search.
Hence stop conditions are strongly related to anxiety in the searcher, and as a result inducing arti cial ones will prematurely terminate searches. For example Bysouth 14 , page 60 noted that complicated connect time pricing schemes for online databases induce arti cial stop conditions, inhibiting interaction. Thus we m ust take great care in designing tools and ensure that: Usability Criteria 3 the trader UI must not induce arti cial stop conditions. All features of a trader UI that users are likely to encounter must be readily understandable; otherwise, the anxiety of use is likely to cause the user to stop using the trader prematurely. This is in alignment with Milosevic et al 5 concept of simplicity" as one of the factors determining the quality of service. An example of arti cial stop conditions would be complicated charging schemes which result in the users perceiving a high cost, thus deterring them from extended searches in attempting to locate their resource.
Lack of su cient triggering information can also lead to users prematurely stopping their search, in many cases falsely satis ed, even though there is much more relevant material to be found. For example Bates 15 observed this behavior in subject catalog users. This problem is directly linked to the fact that the library she studied could not a ord the resources to put see also" entries in their subject card catalog, thus inhibiting the production of triggers. If an initial search is unsuccessful, then the users biased feeling that no relevant material exists is con rmed, arti cially inducing a stop condition.
This problem is related to Bates' Principle of Variety 16 : The variety of query formulation must be as great as the variety o f d o c u m e n t resource descriptions for search success."
Authors and indexers produce a great variety of terms in their indexing, so to cope successfully searchers must also produce an equal variety i n f o r m ulating search e s o n a n y given topic. For example some interdisciplinary topics like arti cial intelligence can be classi ed into many di erent areas in the library. As a result you may nd books in areas where you do not normally expect them; so the search e r i s n o w responsible for generating many w ays to e ectively search. The variety that searchers can generate in their queries will inevitably be much less than the variety of resource descriptions, so to help the users cope the trader UI developer could:
1. Reduce the variety of resource descriptions. T raditionally this has been achieved by vocabulary control, i.e. reduce the variation by eliminating variety i n w ords by morphological analysis to reduce di erent w ord forms to common stems", for example: removing plurals, verb conjugations, synonyms, etc. More sophisticated techniques based upon natural language understanding have y et to be shown to be cost e ective 17 . The simpler techniques have had considerable success in improving search performance but it has its limits. We can decrease the variety in language used to describe information, but we cannot reduce the variety of information itself without defeating the purpose of the information retrieval system. 2. Increase the variety of users queries. The principle mechanism for achieving this is to use cross referencing. Users can increase the variety in their search b y following links between terms. Another technique is to have users expand queries by selecting additional terms from lists suggested by the system. Belkin and Croft 17 noted that this technique was not e ective. The reasons for these di erences are not obvious, although it appears that using only system suggestions is too restrictive and does not make full use of the users domain knowledge. Traders with poorly structured o er spaces will provide inadequate triggering information, and may result in the user prematurely stopping their search e v en though there are many relevant resources available. Thus using type management of service type facilities like relationships and subtyping to provide syndetic structure see also entries should be strongly encouraged. In addition, tools like morphological analysis should be a capability of the query interface. Milosevic et al 5 characteristic of accuracy in exporting is symptomatic of failing to meet this criterion. Hence following these design principles leads us to:
Usability Criteria 4 the trader search interface o er space must respect the principle of variety.
Querying and browsing
There is a tendency among resource discovery tool developers to see browsing a casual, don't-know-what-I-want behavior that one engages in separately from regular" searching 6 . This emphasis that browsing is not regular" leads to a bias held by m a n y information retrieval tool developers including trader UI developers and that is: a bias towards querying as a main search i n terface. This bias is unrealistic as browsing is a rich and fundamental part of human information seeking behavior one may e v en argue that it is queries that are irregular. The notion that a w ell de ned query is possible was challenged by Nicholas Belkin 18 . Belkin claimed that for a user to state their information need, they have to describe what they do not know. In e ect users do not naturally have queries"; but, rather they have w h a t i s B e l k i n calls an anomalous state of knowledge" 18, page 62 .
Browsing is a fundamental behavior as it is the users attempt to deal with what Bates calls the Principle of Uncertainty: Document description and query development are indeterminate and probabilistic beyond a certain point." This principle re ects the di culty users have in formulating queries. Essentially, if a user is not looking for something they already know exists; then, the more speci c the query is the more likely that it will fail. A related example would be to ask two people to describe a very speci c resource; the principle of uncertainty manifesting itself as them using very di erent terms. Whereas, if you were to ask them to describe a fairly general resource then they are more likely to use more similar terms. 1 Focusing on tools which just support browsing behavior only is not the answer either. Conklin 20 described that early hypertext tools lacked support for indices, which became a problem for users of large hypertexts. Users often complained that they became lost in space" not knowing how to get to a node that they know, or think, exists. It wasn't until the ability to query an index of the hypertext was possible that being lost became less of a problem. To help users perform both general and speci c searches the tool needs both querying and browsing facilities. Queries can help users get closer to their desired information faster, but only by b r o wsing will they be able to locate the most speci c items, unless of course they already know where it is. Acknowledgment that querying and browsing are both necessary leads to: Usability Criteria 5 the trader UI must seamlessly provide for both querying and browsing.
The designers of trader UIs cannot expect users to identify their speci c resources by performing just queries, to do so would be violating the principle of uncertainty. I n addition, it is too much to expect the users to nd their resources by b r o wsing all the time. Thus there should be a certain degree of search exibility p r o vided by the trader UI. Rather than supporting only queries, as has been popular in the past, both querying and browsing facilities should be supported in an integrated fashion.
2.3
The role of strategy in searching Developers maybe tempted to interpret the interconnected search undertaken in subsection 2.1 as simply a series of queries of the classical sort. This interpretation is common in traditional information retrieval systems, as they tend to exploit their le structure in only one way. I n c o n trast, users conduct searches using many di erent techniques in endless variation. From the standpoint of e ectiveness in searching, as Bates 6 pointed out, the searcher with the widest range of search strategies available is the searcher with the greatest retrieval potential. Bates 21 provides a system of classi cation of di erent search strategies:
Moves are identi able thoughts or actions that are part of information searching and are the atoms considered in this model, in much the same way a s t h e e n tity i s a n atom in conceptual modeling. Moves can be part of a plan with a speci c goal in mind, or part of a formless e ort by a user who doesn't know what they are doing. An example move m a y remove u n wanted elements from a retrieved set by introducing the and not operator. The moves identi ed by Fidel 22 provide many more examples.
Tactics are one or more moves made to further a search. A tactic represents the rst level at which strategic considerations are primary. Tactics are utilized with the intention of improving search performance in some way, e i t h e r i n a n ticipation of problems, or in response to them. An example tactic for dealing with a retrieved set that is too large maybe to reject unwanted elements when reformulating the query. Bates' 23, 24 work on tactics provides many more examples.
Stratagems are larger, more complex set of thoughts and or actions than tactics. A stratagem consists of multiple tactics and or moves, all designed to exploit the le structure of a particular search domain thought to contain the desired information. Tools which allow footnote chasing and citation searching are examples of systems which exploit stratagems. The search methods identi ed by Ellis 25, 26 and Bates 6 fall into this category.
Strategies are plans which m a y c o n tain many m o ves, tactics and or stratagems, for an entire information search. Another analogy for a strategy is an overall plan of attack" 27, page 408 . A strategy for an entire search is di cult to state in any but the simplest of searches, because most real-life searches are in uenced by the information gathered along the way of the search. The solution to a given search problem may b e c haracterized by a single encompassing search strategy, but many require application of interim tactics and stratagems to accomplish the overall goals of the searcher. The research d o n e b y O ' D a y and Je eries 9 was completed at the strategic level.
Currently the majority of information retrieval systems communicate with the user at the move level. Strategic behavior must almost always be exercised by t h e h uman searcher. Little or no operational capability of a strategic nature is provided by current systems to the user. Lack of strategic support can make systems very di cult to use. For example, Belkin and Croft 17 noted that users nd boolean queries extremely di cult to generate. This is because the user is thinking at a strategic level and the system is demanding that the user operate at a move l e v el. These points lead to the next criterion:
Usability Criteria 6 The trader UI should allow the user to easily exercise many different strategic search choices.
This criterion highlights the need for trader UI developers to go beyond simple attribute searching of the o er space and provide a variety of search strategies. The most novel approaches to this problem of providing alternative search strategies have come from the information exploration tools research area 4, pages 395-438 . Famous examples include hypertext and multimedia. Other less well known examples are things like graphical boolean queries 4, pages 423-428 , graphical sheye views 28 , information crystals 29 , and document landscapes 30 . The limitation of the new search strategies is of course how easy the new techniques are to understand. Features which are di cult to understand will quite often be under-utilized by users, thus reducing the possible bene ts they may o er.
2.4
Support for searching
Support for searching can come in many forms: no support at all, decent online help and meaningful system messages, intelligent decision support systems for information retrieval, and intelligent agents. Each of these options describes the amount o f u s e r i n volvement in the search and is complemented b y the involvement of the system that is to say, the more system involvement, the less the user has to do in the actual search process. Waterworth and Chignell 31 described this spectrum of involvement as the degree of mediation". Riddle 32 identi ed an important assumption about mediation that many d e v elopers like to make. Software developers often believe h uman time and resources are extremely scarce and costly resources, much too expensive t o b e w asted upon resource discovery problems. Consequently, developers try to solve e v ery problem by automating it. Bates likes to describe the same belief as 21, page 575 : if part of the information search process is not automated, it is only because we h a ve n o t y et gured out how to automate it." While e ective systems will doubtlessly be produced, not all users will want this kind of response from an information system. For example Shniederman 4 , page 66 points out that di ering levels of user expertise require di erent UIs. Novice users prefer handholding menu driven interfaces and expert users prefer command line systems. In this case the degree of mediation is decreasing as the user expertise increases.
Many d e v elopers are tempted to increase the degree of mediation because they can see the apparent order in user's searching. While on the surface searches are ordered; deep down they are chaotic systems. Researchers who try to mimic human searching on computers discover that the implementation rapidly becomes too complex 3 . Bates re ects this problem in her Principle of Complexity 16 : Entry to and use of an information system is a complex and subtle process." Thus we cannot make a n y assumptions about a user's current searching preferences and this leads to: Usability Criteria 7 the trader UI must respect the principle of complexity by being exible Flexibility for customization is a key issue for trader UIs. The trader UI needs to provide options to let users customize the service to their own needs. Not providing potential for customization assumes that user will want to use the trader in a particular fashion; and thus would violate the principle of complexity.
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this paper was to identify some of the key issues in making trader user interfaces easier to use for resource discovery. Existing research has a problem in that it has been conducted largely in isolation from usability issues, particularly with regard to resource discovery. By using established knowledge from the information science eld various assumptions that trader UI developers make about usability can be explored and in some cases made more realistic. To aid trader UI developers in examining their assumptions a usability e v aluation scheme was developed establishing seven usability criteria.
Problems with current trader UIs stem from the assumption that searches by users upon a trader are independent o f e a c h other. But, as noted in section 2.1, searches are interconnected, as each search p r o vides the user with new ideas and directions to follow in their next search. Thus, user satisfaction is linked to the response time of the search interface; faster response times allow users to perform interconnected searches more uidly see usability criteria 1. Also, it is the accumulation of search results that matters to the user and not the nal retrieved set. As a result the UI should support results management and query re nement see usability criteria 2. In addition the trader UI should not sti e the uidness of an interconnected search, as a result the UI should be simple to understand see usability criteria 3.
More problems stem from the way resources are cataloged in trader o er space. The trader search i n terface should aid the user in navigating thru the o er space by p r o viding morphological analysis of queries and judicious use of typing capabilities to provide crossreferencing see usability criteria 4. A popular bias among trader UI developer is to only provide a query interface; such a bias limits the users ability to e ectively explore the o er space. Provision for both querying and browsing should be a feature of the trader UI see usability criteria 5. Querying and browsing should not be the only search strategies available to the user -infact the more alternative search i n terfaces available to the user the more e ective they can be at exploring the o er space see usability criteria 6. The last assumption overturned by this paper is that UI developers will try to automate as many parts of the search process as possible; such an assumption is open to creating many problems as the searching process is known to be far more complex than we currently understand. As a result the trader UI should provide a great deal of exibility and customization to allow users to search in their own peculiar ways see usability criteria 7.
As an aside, due to the general nature of the work presented in this paper, it is not surprising to observe that the criteria are not limited in application to trader UIs, but they are versatile enough to be applied to other resource discovery tools. For example, they have been applied to Virtual Libraries on the World Wide Web 33 .
